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ABSTRACT 
Generalized inverses of a partitioned matrix are characterized under some rank 
conditions on the block matrices in the partitions. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Generalized inverses of partitioned matrices play an important role in the 
study of linear models and multivariate analysis. For instance, the problem of 
linear estimation from a Gauss-Markoff model in the general case reduces to 
the computation of a g-inverse of the partitioned matrix 
v= G x i 1 X’ 0’ (1.1) 
where G is a nonnegative definite matrix, as shown by Rao [7, 81. Khatri [4] 
and Rao [9, p. 2941 established the relationships between the submatrices G, 
X ‘, X, of V and the corresponding blocks of any g-inverse of V. Additional 
characterizations of these blocks were obtained by Hall and Meyer [3] and 
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Hall [l]. Mitra [6] considered a general matrix of the type 
FE G x i i Y 0 (1.2) 
with the rank conditions 
p(F)=p(G:X)+p(Y)=pj~)+p(X) (1.3) 
and obtained results similar to those of the above authors. 
In multivariate analysis, a g-inverse of a nonnegative definite partitioned 
matrix of the type 
v= VI, VP2 
i i v2J v22 
(1.4) 
provides explicit expressions for multiple and partial correlations, as shown by 
Tucker, Cooper, and Meredith [16], Khatri [5], and Rao [ll]. 
In the present paper we consider a more general matrix of the type (1.4) 
and study its g-inverse under different rank conditions on the block matrices 
of V. Necessary and sufficient conditions are obtained for certain relations 
between the block matrices of V and of V- (a g-inverse of V) to hold. Under 
some conditions it is shown that the block matrices of V are Moore-Penrose 
type g-inverses (9&O-matrices introduced by Rao and Yanai [15]) of the 
corresponding block matrices of V. 
2. GENERALIZED INVERSES OF PARTITIONED MATRICES 
Consider two partitioned matrices 
with real elements such that the product VCV is defined. We denote 
)> “I=( -2’1. (2.2) 
so that V=(V,:Va)=(Vs:Vd)‘. 
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We denote the vector space generated by the column vectors of a matrix 
A by.&. 
THEOREM 2.1. 
(i) If C is a g-inverse of V (i.e. VCV = V ), and 
then 
vu - V,,C,,Vl, = V&,2%1 = v,,c,,v,, = v12c2$21> (2.4a) 
VU - VK?C,rVr, = Vn!C,,v,, = V&,,VrQ = V,,C1&2~ (2.4b) 
v,r - V&,&U = V2rCrrVn = v,&!,VU = v,2C&z,~ (2.4~) 
v,, - v,&~v,, = V&.C,rV,, = V&,&E = v,,C,,V,,. (2.4d) 
(ii) Conversely, (2.4a-d) j (2.3), and C is a g-inverse of V. 
Proofof (i). Let C be a g-inverse of V and (2.3) hold. Then, as shown in 
[ll] and [15], 
Taking transposes of V and C and using the second condition in (2.3), we 
obtain four more equations similar to the above, and the resulting eight 
equations provide the relationships (2.4a-d). n 
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Proof of (ii). To prove the converse, we first verify that (2.4) leads to 
VCV = V. Next, suppose that there exist vectors X and p such that XV,, = 
P’V,, and XV,, = - pfVs2, implying that V,X = V,p. Then 
Adding these two expressions, 
W,,C,Y,, +v&Jv,,) = P’(v21C,1V,, -% Cnv,,) 
* AT,,=0 using (2.4). 
Similarly XV,, = 0, i.e., V,X = 0 = Vqp. This shows that the second condition 
in (2.3) must hold. By a similar argument, the first condition in (2.3) can be 
established. W 
NOTE 1. In the case considered earlier by Rao [7-g], the matrix V was of 
the form 
v= G x i i X’ 0 (2.5) 
with G as a square nonnegative definite matrix. In such a case the conditions 
(2.3) are automatically satisfied, as observed by Mitra [6]. Thus the earlier 
results follow from the general Theorem 2.1. Mitra [6] derived the relation- 
ships (2.4) in the case when V, = 0 assuming only the conditions (2.3). Thus, 
Theorem 2.1 covers all earlier results with respect to the necessity of (2.3). 
NOTE 2. The second part of Theorem 2.1, the converse, is not considered 
in earlier papers. These results are useful, since they characterize the block 
matrices Cij in the g-inverse, which in special cases may be easily computed 
by using the relationships (2.4). When V is of the form (2.5) the converse 
results provide answers to most of the questions considered by Hall and 
Meyer [3]. 
Consider the classes of matrices 
viii= {Cij:Cijisthe(i,j)thblockofag-inverseof V}, 
i=l, j=l; i=l, j=2; i=2, j=l, 
%?== {cs,: - C,, is the (2,2)th block of a g-inverse of V } . 
We give the following definition based on a concept introduced by Hall [2]. 
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DEFINITION. The blocks of generalized inverses of V are said to be 
independent if for any choices Cij E zij 
(2.6) 
is a g-inverse of V. 
THEOREM 2.2. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) Vl n ^u; = (0) and Y3 n Y4 = (0). 
(b) The blocks of generalized inverses of V are independent. 
Proof of (a) - (b). Since Yi n Ya = {0}, there exist generalized projec- 
tion operators P such that PV, = V, and PV, = 0, and Q such that QV, = V, 
and QV, = 0 (see [lo]). If (Cl: Ci) is a g-inverse of V ‘, then G; = 
(P’C;: Q’C,‘) is also a g-inverse of V’ with the property 
where * * indicates a possibly nonzero block. Similarly, since Y3 n Y4 = {0}, 
there exists a g-inverse G, with the property 
Now, the class of g-inverses can be written in the form 
G=G,+A(Z-VG,)+(Z-G,V)B, (2.7) 
where A and B are arbitrary. [Note that any G of the form (2.7) is a 
g-inverse, and any g-inverse G can be written in the form (2.7) by choosing 
A = G - G, and B = GVG,.] The form (2.7) indicates, by the argument used 
by Hall [2], that the blocks depend on different parameters and hence 
independent. This proves (a) * (b). W 
Proof of (b) =$ (a). From [2], (b) implies that there exists a g-inverse G 
such that 
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Now, expressing the condition VGV = V and following the arguments used in 
the proof of (ii) of Theorem 2.1, we find that (a) holds. This proves (b) 3 (a). 
REMARK. The statements (a) and (b) of theorem 2.2 and the conditions 
(2.4) of Theorem 2.1 are equivalent. 
A g-inverse of V is not unique in general. However, some elements may 
be common to all g-inverses. The following theorem provides a necessary and 
sufficient condition for the block matrix C,, in (2.1) to be unique. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let C be a g-inverse of V. Then C,, is unique (i.e., the 
same for all g-inverses) iff the conditions (2.3) are satisfted and in addition 
the matrices (Vi, : Vi,) and (V;, : Vii) have full row ranks. 
Proof of sufficiency. The first part of the condition (2.3) implies 
Multiplying each of these equations on the left by (V[i : Vi;) and observing 
that V,ly,, + V&Va, is a nonsingular matrix when ( Vi’i : V&) has full row rank, 
we obtain the equations 
c,,v,, + c,‘2v,, = 1, 
If there are two different sets of solutions Cij satisfying these two equations, 
then their differences Dij satisfy the equations 
Now using the second part of the conditions (2.3) and the additional 
condition that the rows of (Vi, : Vi,) are independent, we conclude that each 
row of D,, must be a null vector, for otherwise the conditions are violated. 
Thus C,, is unique. n 
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Proof of necessity. With Dij as defined above, we have the following 
equations: 
and it is given that the only possible solution for D,, is the null matrix. 
Suppose that there exist vectors A # 0 and p such that 
xv,, = - j.l’V,, and XV,, = ~‘V&. (2.9) 
Then, choosing the first row of D,, as A’, the first row of D,, as p’, and all 
the other elements in all Dij as zero, we find that the equation (2.8) is 
satisfied. Since X # 0, this contradicts the condition that D,, = 0. Thus the 
relationships (2.9) can hold only when h = 0, which implies that the rows of 
(V,, : V,,) are independent and further that the second part of the conditions 
(2.3) is true. Similarly, the rows of (Vr’i: Vii) are independent and the first 
part of the conditions (2.3) is true, which proves Theorem 2.3. n 
Now we consider more stringent conditions on the matrices Vj j and obtain 
their relationships with Cij. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let V and C be partitioned matrices as in (2. l), and let C 
be a g-inverse of V. Further let 
q’1n7y,= {o}, v$n?Tg:= {O}, i = 1,2. (2.10) 
Then 
qjcjiyj = yj, i, j = 1,2, 
v,,c,,v,, = vkicjiv,j = VkjC& = 0, i, j = 1,2, k+i, t#j. 
(2.11) 
Conversely, if (2.11) holds, then C is a g-inverse of V and the conditions 
(2.10) hold. 
Proof. The first part of the theorem easily follows by considering the 
four equations arising out of the relation V = VCV and applying the condi- 
tions (2.10). 
To prove the second part, suppose that there exist vectors A, p such that 
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Multiplying by V&i,, 
using (2.1 l), which shows that <r and <a have only the null vector in 
common. Similarly the second condition in (2.10) is proved. It is easy to check 
that the Ci j satisfying (2.11) do provide a g-inverse, which completes the 
proof of the theorem. n 
NOTE 1. The equations (2.11) show that Cij is a constrained g-inverse of 
Vii as defined by Rao and Mitra [13]. For instance, C,, satisfies the equations 
vllcllv,l= v117 v,,c,,v,, = 0, v,,c,;v,, = 0, v,,c,,v,, = 0. 
(2.12) 
Any solution of (2.12) is a possible block matrix C,, for a g-inverse of V. 
Similar separate equations exist for C,,, Csr, and Czz, and a g-inverse of V 
can be obtained by choosing any combination of the solutions for C,,, C,,, 
Czl, and C,,. 
NOTE 2. If in addition to the conditions (2.10) the matrices (Vr’, : Vi&) 
and (V,, : V,,) have fulI row rank, then the following conditions are equiv- 
alent: 
(i) V&,iV,, = Vir, V,,C,;V,, = 0, V&,,V,, = 0, V&,,V,, = 0. 
(ii) V&iV,, = Vri, CrYi, = 0, V&i1 = 0. 
(iii) V&i, = pv,, .v,v,,, V&C,, = 0. 
(iv) (CiiVii)’ = py;, + CriVis = 0. 
(v) Vi&G, = G,,.-y,,, (C,,V,,)‘= G;,.,;,, C,rV,,C1, = 0. 
(vr) C,, = (Py,; .~&)‘ViGG,, .v,,. 
In the above, Pd.B denotes the projection operator on .z&’ along .s@ (see [9, 
pp. 46-471) and Vi< is any g-inverse of Vi,. 
NOTE 3. If X is the kemal space of V,, (i.e., the set of alI vectors x such 
that V,,x = 0) and & is the kernal space of Vsi, then A IT X = (0) and 
as shown by Rao and Yanai [15]. Writing L? = %‘-is, condition (iv) in Note 2 
can be written 
V&r, = IL,, .Lzy C,rV,, = p_+r.Jvp Ci,V,,C,, - C,, = 0, 
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which shows that C,, is the unique Z&O-inverse of V,, as defined by Rao 
and Yanai [15]. 
We wish to thank a referee, at whose suggestion Theorem 2.2 was 
formulated and proved. 
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